
Constraint Solving WS 2022 LVA 703305

Week 9 December 14, 2022

Homework

1. Extend the definitions of bba(·) and bbt(·) to cover

(a) the signed relational operators bba(ak ≥s bk) and bba(ak >s bk) (1 P)

(b) the shift operators bbt(ak � bk), bbt(ak �u bk) and bbt(ak �s bk) (2 P)

2. Consider the definition of bb(·) on slide 19. We claim the formula bb(ϕ) and ϕ are equisatisfiable, but
unfortunately this is not the case for the current encoding.

(a) Demonstrate that the encoding bb(·) does not produce equisatisfiable propositional formulas using
the formula ψ = ¬(a2

∧a2 = 02). (1 P)

(b) Can you repair the definition of bb(·)? If yes, how? (1 P)

3. Consider the definition of bbt(ak ÷u bk) from slide 25.

bbt(ak ÷u bk) = (qk, ϕ) with ϕ = bb(bk 6= 0k → (qk × bk + rk = ak ∧ bk >u rk ∧ ak ≥u qk))

(a) Is the last constraint ak ≥u qk needed or could we also use the alternative encoding bb′
t(ak ÷u bk) =

(qk, ϕ
′) where ϕ′ = bb(bk 6= 0k → qk × bk + rk = ak ∧ bk >u rk)? If it is required show what goes

wrong in the alternative encoding, otherwise show that the two encodings are equisatisfiable. (2 P)

(b) Consider the bit-vector arithmetic formula ψ ≡ a2÷u b2 = c2∧ c2 >u a2. Show that the propositional
formula bb(ψ) is satisfiable. Considering the original formula ψ, is it reasonable for bb(ψ) to be
satisfiable? (1 P)

4. Let bam.bkcn be the operation which takes as input a fixed-point number 〈am.bk〉 with a fractional part
of k bits and rounds it to a number with a fractional part of n bits, where n < k. Define the flattening
bbt(bam.bkcn) for the following two cases:

(a) rounding towards −∞ (e.g. b11.01c1 = 11.0 in two’s complement) (1 P)

(b) rounding towards zero (e.g. b11.01c1 = 11.1 in two’s complement) (1 P)
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